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The

Duringone of the many conversations about collaborativelearningI have had as
a Fellow of the Brooklyn Institute on TrainingPeer WritingTutors, one of my
colleagues asked, "So what's new about collaborativelearning,anyway?" That
question annoyed me considerablyat the time because I knew that inconvenient
as it was her question was undeniablyappropriate.Why all the hullabalooabout
collaborative learning, peer editing, peer tutoring? After all, people have been
teaching each other collaborativelyfor as long as humanbeings can remember,
learningtogether what they need to do and the best ways to do it. We couldn't
have survived this long on the planet without the collective aptitude for paying
useful attention to each other, for learning the co-labor of learning. There is
certainly nothing new about this.
What is new, I think, is the formal and relatively large scale institutionalization of collaborativelearninginto the pedagogicalstructuresof highereducation,
most specifically into the teaching of writing.While the gesture of students spontaneously teaching each other in dormitories, cafeterias, and study lounges has
always been a part of the informaleducationalnetwork, the formal demand that
students work together in the classroom or the writingcenter is relatively recent.
What's new, in other words, is that students are being requiredto work on their
writing together, commanded to learn from each other; they must collaborate.
We have begun to insist on it.
If I may shift my point of view for a moment, I believe a similar situation is
developing for faculty in institutions where peer tutoring is an official part of a
composition program.As composition teachers we too have a long traditionof
collaborative learning outside the classroom-in our coffee lounges, our journals, our conferences, and even in our social get-togetherswhere, inevitably, we
talk shop. Now, I will argue, the informalprocess of faculty members learning
from each other is also changing with the institutionalizationof collaborative
learning, especially when it is formalized in peer tutoring programs. Faculty
members are finding themselves inexorably involved with each other's teaching
in new and sometimes uncomfortableways. Althoughthis change is by no means
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pervasive (and peer tutoringcould well disappearbefore it becomes so), change
is beginningto be felt in significant ways. In short, insisting on collaborative
learningis already beginning to affect the context in which we experience the
teaching and learning of composition, bending some of our basic pedagogical
notions.
Our assumptions about teaching and learninghave been based traditionallyon
the authorityof a lineal model.' We imagine ourselves standingwith knowledge
behind us (in our backgrounds)and our students waiting, expectantly for the
most part, in front of us. We think of ourselves thus as the transmittersand
interpretersof importantculturalknowledge, whether that knowledge is how to
write well-focussed essays, how to repair rust in Datsun pickups, or how to
appreciate the intricate beauties of a sonnet. In our case knowledge is passed
along from the literary culture through the teacher to the student. The learning
that counts in institutional terms-grades, acquiring credit hours, commencement-moves in the same direction, from us to them. In the currentparlance of composition pedagogy, the teacher "intervenes" in the student's writing
process. The syntax of this student-teacherrelationshipis simple and declarative: a teacher teaches a student-subject, verb, object.
Obviously, this simple sentence does not begin to hint at the complexity of the
teaching-learningrelationship. Many teachers would be quick to point out that
teaching is a "two-way street" and that they learn from their students. Yet, at
least in my experience, most teachers cannot articulatewhat it is they do learn
from their students except occasionally to relate stray bits of usually trivial information.
When writinglabs became increasinglypopularin the 1970s, this lineal model
did not really change in most people's minds-certainly not in mine-except that
a third party, a tutor, was added to the relatively straightforwardprogressionof
teaching and learning. A typical situation frequently produced the following
series of relationships: a student, often poorly prepared (whatever that might
mean) and having difficulty satisfying the writing teacher, would be sent to the
writing lab, or drop in on his or her own, where a tutor would be assigned. The
tutor's job would be to help the new tutee to better satisfy the learningdemands
made by the teacher-better grammar,clearer focus, more development, whatever. The eventual establishment of peer tutoring programsdid not, at least at
first, alter our basic concept of the relationships between and among these
people. We could even add without disruptiona fourthindividual,the writinglab
director or peer tutor trainer, whose job it was to teach tutors how to tutor.
Presumably,this knowledge of how-to-tutor-writingis also passed on in the same
lineal fashion, and so the syntax of the teaching-learningrelationshipremained
1. There is a useful distinctionto be made between lineal and linear.Linearis a technicalterm in
mathematicsdescribinga relationshipbetween variablessuch that when they are plottedagainsteach
other, the result will be a straight line. Lineal describes a relation among a series of causes or
argumentssuch that the sequence does not come back to the startingpoint. The opposite of linearis
non-linear;the opposite of lineal is recursive. For a fuller explanationsee GregoryBateson, Mind
and Nature (New York: BantamBooks, 1979),p. 250. I am indebtedto Bateson for muchof my own
thinkingabout the relationshipbetween compositionpedagogyand communicationtheory.
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essentially the same after peer tutoringas before: a teacher teaches a student to
tutor a fellow student to satisfy anotherteacher. This is the way I thoughtabout
writing lab tutoring for a long time. I would call it the service model of peer
tutoring.
Over the past two years, however, I have begun to notice that my life as a
writing lab director and peer tutor traineris a good deal more interestingand a
good deal more complicated than this service model suggests it should be. For
one thing, collaborative learning in the form of peer tutoringdisrupts the traditional relationships between student writers and their primaryaudience, their
teachers. Like doctor-patient, lawyer-client, or even priest-penitent relationships, the one between a teacher and a student is considered unmediated,confidential, and even holy in a way. Now this sacred pair-teacher/reader and
student/author-is becoming occasionally a raggedtrinity:teacher-student-tutor.
If we take into account the undeniable influence of the tutor trainer, we find
ourselves looking at an ungainlyand unfamiliarfoursome that refuses in practice
to move smoothly and predictably along its assigned service model course. It
insists on a far more complicated syntax.
For instance, the traditional assumption of confidentiality between teacher
and student, though often broken informallyin the past, is now quite impossible
once peer tutoringofficially commences. As a writing lab director I now know
what many of my colleagues are doing in their classrooms and saying to their
students, whether I want to know or not. I view their teaching throughthe eyes
of the peer tutors who reconstruct it-and no doubt distort it-from working
with their tutees. It is an odd and dislocatingfeeling, indeed, to find oneself the
uninvited and silent observer of a colleague's teaching style as one hears it rendered in the conversation of tutors discussing the teachers of their respective
tutees, as invariablythey will, being human. One cannot banish such talk; it is a
vital part of learningto be a peer tutor. Nor, for that matter, can I pretend that
my own teaching has not become highly visible if not transparentto my colleagues throughmy efforts as a teacher of tutors. We are housed in glass writing
labs. My point here is not that my colleagues and I are teachingbadly or, for that
matter, teaching well (which I think is the more usual case), or that the student
tutors know a good deal about all of what we do, successful or otherwise, though
this in itself is true enough. More to the point is that peer tutoring involves
teachers officially in each other's teaching and involves us officially with each
other's students at a variety of different levels. This institutionalinvolvement
changes the world that the student writers and their audiences inhabit.
Let me provide an example of how peer tutoring programsmight function to
change the writing environment. Recently a friend and colleague of mine buttonholed me in front of the English departmentmailboxes. One of his students, it
turns out, is being tutored by one of the peer tutors. My colleague is a bit ruffled
because, for one thing, he isn't sure where his student's words leave off and the
tutor's words begin. How, he wants to know, is he to evaluate the work? Second, he feels that the tutor might be workingat cross-purposeswith him; that, in
effect, his philosophy of composition is at odds, perhaps directly opposed, to
hers (and perhaps to some degree with mine since I, after all, had taught the
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tutor to be a tutor). Suddenly, in the name of service and of helping out the
weaker students, he is losing a bit of control over his classroom; his student isn't
precisely his student anymore. The student, meanwhile,has been moving into an
increasingly complex world of writing in which subtle pressures and perhaps
conflicting demands are persuadingher to adjust her languageto the realities of
her now truly multiple audience: her teacher and her tutor, with whom she has
established an importantwriting relationship.The peer tutor, in turn, finds herself in a bind because even though she has been trainedto help her peers satisfy
their teachers, she cannot help but to exert her own influence as critical audience. As for the lab director, he is busy trying to arbitratethe whole process in
such a way that nobody notices that teaching and learningwritinghas become in
this case an ensemble activity.
It would be easy to dismiss all of this as departmentpolitics or, more likely,
as a "breakdownin communications"between the writinglab and this particular
faculty member-a public relations problem. Perhaps, but if so it is a public
relations problem of enormous and probably unsolvable proportion. It is not
simply a matterof informingmy colleagues that peer tutors are expected not to
write the papers of their tutees. The tutors certainly know that and the faculty
know that they know it. Nor is it a matter of reassuringfaculty members that
their ideas about composition pedagogy will be reinforced in the writing lab.
That wouldn't necessarily be true, perhapscouldn't be true given the pluralityof
the competingbut often unarticulatedtheories of composition in our department.
Now if all the tutoring in writing labs were done by faculty members-if there
were no peer tutoring programs-this dissonance would be considerablymuted.
Otherteachers know the unwrittencodes of faculty behaviorand representalong
with the classroom teacher the authorityof the literate establishment,an authority remarkably unblemished by often contradictory theories of composition
within the profession.
It is the presence of student tutors as official membersof the teaching as well
as the learningcommunitythat accounts for the majordifference. AlthoughI do
not want to put too much weight on one example, I would suggest that the twominute exchange I had with my colleague on the way to our respective mailboxes, coffee and books carefully counterbalanced,did not represent a "breakdown in communication"at all, but a very clear communicationthat the service
model of peer tutoring is inadequateto describe what is actually beginningto
take place where tutoring programsbecome an official activity of English departments. Instead of "how to" knowledge being passed on down the teacherstudent hierarchy, it seems to be backing up, moving aroundthrougha system
shaped like an errantplumbingjob. As I thoughtmore and more about what was
actually going on as a result of my introducingpeer tutoringto my institution, I
came to understandthat I had become part of a maze of influences and a tangle
of conversations about writingin which I was only one of the majorspeakersand
listeners. As I worked through, relationship by relationship, what I now saw as
the systemic context of peer tutoring, I found that by training students to be peer
tutors I was also to some degree instructing my colleagues on how to teach
composition, and that composition students and faculty members were teaching
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my tutors how to be tutors and the tutors were, in turn, teaching me how to be a
peer-tutortrainer. Not lineal but recursive, the complex syntax of peer tutoring
turns back on itself in a series of infinite loops of influence; cause and effect,
teaching and learning chase each other around and around; and students and
teachers through the locus of the writing lab find themselves to some degree
bound up in a wholly new institutionalrelationship.
The problemthat peer tutoringwill pose in the next few years is simply whether
or not it is worth the trouble. Will faculty membersand writinglab directorsfind
it sufficiently rewardingto learn how to teach composition in all the combinations inherent in the above discussed cybernetic model and so continue to support peer tutoringprograms?Or will the habits of our lineal epistemology prove
so profoundly established in our institutional and professional lives that collaborativelearningin the form of official peer tutoringwill be perceived more as
an annoyance than a contributionto literacy education?
Some writinglabs have chosen, I fear, simply to resolve the problemby establishing peer tutoring programsthat do not actually make use of collaborative
learning.That is, student tutors are used exclusively as quiz gradersand exercise
givers, lab aides who administerto but do not collaborate with other students
who are classified as "remedial" and in need of certain "writing skills." The
problems (and the rewards)of composition-invention, development, focus, organization, voice-are not part of these tutors' areas of responsibility, and thus
they are unlikely to come into conflict with their directorsor with other teachers.
The problemwith this solution to the problem, besides its irretrievabledullness,
is that it does not involve student tutors in the intellectuallife of either the English departmentor the institution as a whole. Peer tutors who are awake to
writing as a way of participatingin much of the importantbusiness of the world
are not likely to want to involve themselves for long in roles that do not require
thought or judgment. Tutor turnover and dissatisfaction seem to me intrinsicto
peer tutoring programs that, in the final analysis, exploit students by turning
them into extensions of the teacher-student hierarchy, the pre-collaborative
learninggrammarof teaching composition.
Another solution to the problem is, of course, the eventual disappearanceof
formal peer tutoringprogramsaltogether. Faculty members who feel, justifiably
or not, that their authority is underminedby peer tutors or who believe that
collaborative learning can never be more than "the blind leading the blind,"
though they may not actively oppose a peer tutoringprogram,will not be likely
to support it positively by referringtheir own students to the lab. At the same
time writing lab directors may tire of waging public relations campaigns (along
with the other numerous tasks involved in maintaininga quality peer tutoring
program) based on the inadequate service model and so look to other, less
stressful ways to staff their labs. Thus, the demise of peer tutoringas an official
institutionalprogram.
It could be argued that the benefits of collaborativelearning so much touted
recently can be had through classroom practices stressing small group work,
thus avoidingthe aggravationof an official apparatusoutside the classroom. The
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only limitation to this solution is the classroom. The same students work together only with each other and only for a semester. At the end of the course
they are disbursed back into the student population,and there is no opportunity
to develop an ongoing and committedgroupof studentwritersand tutors. On the
other hand, a formal peer tutoringprogramthat involves carefully selected students first in a rigorous trainingcourse, then in continuingpositions as student
tutors in institutionally supported writing centers might over time establish a
traditionthat students, not only faculty, think writingis important,and that students, not just faculty, can be officially involved as a critical audience of student
writing.2

I stress over time, because what I am talking about here falls finally into the
realm of academic legend, the stories that students (and faculty) tell each other
about their lives in educational institutions. If the lore of academia comes to
include a traditionof student tutors as part of the official audience of other students' writing, it is my guess that we will have fundamentallychanged our ideas
of what teaching and learningwritingactually involves. It is the potential loss of
this growing community of students, organized and supported through formal
peer tutoring programs, that must be weighed against the problems that their
presence is likely to engender.
Of course, the purpose of any compositionprogramis improvementin student
writing, and there is no sense establishingan academic lore that carries the message "these peer tutors get in the way of successfully teaching writing." Tutoring programsare going to have to be encouragedor discardedin the light of their
contributionto our common goals. The best solution at the moment to the problem that peer tutoring poses-is it worth the trouble?-lies in sustainingthese
programslong enough to figure out how to evaluate them in the systemic context
that I have outlined in this article. I am not suggesting, however, that we will
ever be able quantitativelyto prove that peer tutoring"causes" an improvement
in student writing."What we can and should do is examine more fruitfully,both
in theory and in practice, how students and teachers learn when their writing
environmentis organizedto include collaborativelearningin the form of formal
peer tutoringprograms.
2. On establishingpeer tutoringprogramsthat integratea credit-bearingtrainingcourse and writing lab tutoringsee Ken Bruffee,A Short Course in Writing,2nd edition (Cambridge,Mass.: Winthrop, 1980) and "Peer TutoringWritingCenters," in Lawrence W. Kasden and Daniel Hoeber,
eds., Basic Writing: A Collection of Essays for Teachers, Researchers, and Administrators (Urbana,

Ill.: NCTE, 1979). See also Paula Beck, Thom Hawkins, and MarciaSilver, "Trainingand Using
Peer Tutors," College English, 38 (1978),432-49.
3. Nor am I suggestingthat we just pretendat evaluation. See my "EvaluatingOur Own Peer
TutoringPrograms:A Few LeadingQuestions," WritingLab Newsletter, 7, No. 10 (June, 1983), 1-4.

